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Operations

Turn your calculator on with the switch on the left
side of the machine. The calculator is automatically
cleared and the display should now show O.
If it does, not, check to see of the battery needs
recharging by connecting the AC charger.
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Automatic Display Shutoff
To save battery life, your calculator automatically
shuts off the dispiay and shows all decimal points
if no key has been touched for approximately
25 seconds. No data has been changed and further
entries or operations will bring back the display. To
restore.tll~gisplay without changing its contents,
touchOflsiitwice.

Charger

Your calculator is powered by rechargeable NiCd
batteries which should give you about eight hours
use with normal operation. To charge your batteries,
connect the AC charger to the jack on top of the
calculator. A typical full charge takes five hours.
It is recommended that you plug your machine in to
charge each night. You can operate your calculator
with the charger connected and the calculator will not
overcharge. BE SURE CALCULATOR IS TURNED
OFF BEFORE CONNECTING THE CHARGER.

Display
Your calculator will accept and display any posi-
tive or negative numb~r between 0.0000001 and
99999999. Any result larger than 99999999 or smaller
than -99999999 will result in an overflow indicated
by all zeros and decimal points being displayed.
Note: See Calculations with Large Numbers section.
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Keyboard Callout

Accesses lower functions on these keys:
(sin-I) (COS-I) (tan-I) (x2) (M+x2)

(rad) (deg) (M+) (M-l

Upper function: Computes the sine of the
angle in the display.

(sin-I) Lower function: Computes the inverse sine
(arc sine) of the number in the display.

Keyboard Layout

(5) Trig function keys
(6) logarithmic function keys.
(7) Basic function, radian de-

gree conversion. accumu
lating memory keys

(8) Clear key

CONTENTS LOCATION
(2) (6)

z Z

Y Y

x X (3)

(1) LOAD/STEP/RUN
switch

(2) Program control keys
(3) Special mathematical

functions and memory
keys

(4) Number entry keys

The display always shows the contents (x) of register
X. See Appendix A for diagrams showing what hap
pens to the stack for each operation on the calculator.

Reverse Polish Logic
and the Stack Principle

Your calculator uses Reverse Polish logic with
three registers called X, Y and Z. A register is an
electronic element used to store data while it is being
displayed. processed or waiting to be processed.
The three registers are arranged in a "stack" as
follows: (To avoid confusion between the name of a
register and its contents, the registers in this dia
gram and the diagrams in Appendix A are repre
sented by capital letters X, Y and Z and the contents
of the registers by lowercase letters x, y and z).
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Upper function: Computes the cosine of the
angle in the display.

(COS-I) Lower function: Computes the inverse cosine
(arc cosine) of the number in the display.

Upper function: Computes the tangent of the
angle in the display.

(tan-1 ) Lower function: Computes the inverse tangent
(arc tangent) of the number in the display.

Raises "y" to the "x" power.

Computes the natural antilogarithm of the
number in the display (raises e = 2.718281
to the"x" power).

Computes the natural logarithm of the
number in the display.

Computes the reciprocal of the number in the
display (divides 1 by "x").

Enters Pi ('IT) = 3.1415926 into the display.

Upper function: Computes the square root of
the number in the display.

(x2) Lower function: Squares the number in
the display.

Computes the common logarithm of the
number in the display.

Exchanges the number now in th~ display
with the number preViously in the display.
Recalls the contents of memory to the display.

Upper function: Stores the number in the
display in memory.

(M+x2) Lower function: Adds the square of the number
in the display to the contents of memory.

Changes the sign of the number in the display.

Enters the number in the display into a
working register ("y").

Upper function: Divides "y" by "x."

(rad) Lower function: Converts the number of
degrees in the display to radians.

Upper function: MUltiplies "y" by"x."

(deg) Lower function: Converts the number of
radians in the display to degrees.

Upper function: Subtracts "x" from "y."

(M-) Lower function: Subtracts the number in the
display from the contents of memory.

Upper function: Adds "x" to "y."

(M+) Lower function: Adds the number in the
display to the contents of memory.

To enter the first number in a 2-factor calculation,
key in the number and touch )~l',t"y. If your number
includes a decimal point, key it in with the number. If a
decimal is keyed in more than once in a number entry,
the calculator will use the last decimal keyed in. You
do not have to key in the decimal in whole numbers.

To enter a negative number, key in the number and
touch

Correcting Wrong Number Entries
To clear a wrong number entry, touch Touching

clears the X register (display) and drops the
stack down.

In addition to the separate memory, there are three
locations where numbers can be kept and operated
on. These locations are called registers and in your
calculator these have been combined into an auto
matic stack. Your calculator uses the three
level stack along with Reverse Polish logic to enable
you to perform calculations according to mathe
matical hierarchy.



Mathematical Hierarchy and Reverse Polish Logic
"Hierarchy" is a term for the rules of mathematics
which tell you in which order to perform operations
on numbers. Those niles are:

1. Try to do the problem left to right (this may
not always be possible).

2. Do all operations within parentheses. if any,
first.

3. Perform operations in the following order:
a. raising to powers, taking roots, trig, log

and reciprocal functions.
b. multiplication and division.
c. addition and subtraction.

4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 until the calculation
is complete.

Example: The equation (32 + 2)4 + sin 30/-1,./25
= 44.1 is solved according to the rules of hierarchy

as follows:
( 32 + 2 ) 4 + sin 30 / Y25

\T' ~,I Ii ~ ,.1
I 3 6 I

•
1. 32=9. 7
2. 9+ 2= 11.
3. 11 x4=44.
4. sin30=.5

5. -y25=5.
6..5+ 5=.1
7. 44+.1 =44.1.

If you remember the following three steps in applying
Reverse Polish logic to the rules of hierarchy, you
will quickly master your calculator and have
confidence in its answers.

1. Starting at the left and working right, key in
the next number (or the first if this is the
beginning of a new problem).

2. Ask yourself: "Can an operation be performed
according to the rules of hierarchy?" If so, per
form all operations possible. If not, touch E~;.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until your calculation
is complete.

Example: Following these three steps, you can
ca!culate the equatiqn (32 + 2)4 + sin 3011./25
USing Reverse Polish logiC as follows:

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

3 3

(x2) 9. 32
•

2 2

11. 32 + 2.

4 4

44. (32 + 2)4.

30 30

.5 sin 30.

25 ·25

5. Y25.

.1 sin30/Y25.

44.1 (32 + 2)4 + sin 30/y 25.

Calculation is' complete and performed according
to the rules of hierarchy.

Double Functions
Some keys on your calculator have double functions'
that is. touching the same key will perform two differ~nt
operations. Double functions have their function de
fined in lettering in front of the keys. They will be
referred to by parentheses ( ) in this manual. Primary
functions will be referred to by a color



Re-enter 30°

Cotangent 30°

Re-enter 30°

Store for further use with
out having to re-enter.

KEY IN

30

.5773502

1.732051

30.

.8660255

1.1547004 Secant 30°

30.

.5

2. Cosecant 30°

Example: Find the arc cotangent of 1.7320508.
arc cot 1.7320508 = 30°

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS

1.7320508 1.7320508

.57735027

.57735027

(tan-') 30.

Degree/Radian Conversion
(rad) Touched after , converts the contents of the

display from degrees to radians.

(deg) Touched after , converts the contents of the
display from radians to degrees.

(tan-I) Touched after computes the arc tangent
(in degrees) of the number in the display.

Note: To compute hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic
functions, see Appendix B - Part 2.

Example: Find the cotangent-, secant and cosecant
of 30°. Using the formulae:

1 1 1
cot = tan' sec = COS' esc = sin

DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

30

30.

10

- Accesses double function keys.

M If is touched accidentally, touch to cancel the
"\

effect. The stack is not affected.
w
alOne-Factor Calculations

One-factor functions work directly on the number
in the display. There is no need to touch
before performing the function.

Square, Square Root and Reciprocal Functions
(x2) Touched after the CIt key, squares the

number in the display.

Computes the square root of the number
in the display.

Computes the reciprocal of the number
in the display.

Example: Key in 2 ; display shows: .5.

Logarithmic Functions
Computes the natural logarithm of any
positive number in the display.

Computes the natural antilog of the number
in the display by raising "e" (2.718281) to
the power in the display.

Computes the common logarithm of any
positive number in the display.

To compute the common antilogarithm of the number
in the display, key in: 10

Trigonometric Functions
Computes the sine of the angle (in degrees) ,
in the display.

Computes the cosine of the angle (in degrees)
in the display.

Computes the tangent of the angle (in
degrees) in the display.

(sin-I) Touched afterF, computes the arc sine
(in degrees) of the number in the display.

(COS-I) Touched afterf', computes the arc cosine
(in degrees) of the number in the display.
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Memory

DISPLAY SHOWS

2

2.

3

5.

4

4..

5

9.

45.

4

5

Stores the number in the display in memory
(register M).

Recalls the contents of memory (register M)
to the display (register X).

lemory Clear
D clear memory, key in: OM~.

ccumulating Memory
oJl+) Touched afterF'. adds contents of display

to contents of memory. Display (register X)
is unaffected.

\11-) Touched after subtracts contents
of display from contents of memory. Display
(register X) is unaffected.

vl+x2) Touched after adds square of contents
of display to contents of memory. Display
register Xl is unaffected.

xample: Compute the following: 1:x::: 1 + 2 + 3 ::: 6;
x2 ::: 12 + 22 + 32 ::: 14.

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

OMS O. Clear memory.

Example: How many radians is 300 ?
to. Key in 30017 (rad) ;

display shows: .52359877.

Y Example: What is the sine of .6 radians?
C Key in .617 (deg)

display shows: .5646425.

Two-Factor Calculations
To perform two-factor calculations, key in the first
number. touch then key in the second factor
and touch the desired function key.

Basic Functions (+ - X -0-)
Adds "x" to "y".

Subtracts "x" from "y".

Example: Key in 5)!;NT' 3
display shows: 8.

MUltiplies "y'. by "x".

Divides "y" by "x".
Example: Key in 36 12

display shows: 3.

Power and Root Functions
Raises "y" to the "x" power.

Example: Key in 5 3y~;

display shows: 124.9999. *
Since taking the x'" root of y is the same as raising
y to the 1/x power, ro~.tsare obtained by touching

before touching y¥:o Example: key in 125
3 , display shows: 4.999995. *

*Note: The reason for the small variation from the
absolute answer is that the calculator uses a
log, antilog method of raising to powers; Le.,
yX:::ex tn '. See Appendix A for a diagram of
how th is function works on the stack.

Chain Calculations
The number in the display is always ready to have
calculations performed on it.
Example: (2 + 3) x (4 + 5) ::: 45.
12



COMMENTS

Store first log
in memory.

Common log.

Subtract characteristic
from mantissa (number
to right of decimal point)
leaving mantissa.

Common log.

Add to memory.

Third number.

Store characteristic.

Recall summed logs.

Second number.

Key in the characteristic
(number to lett of deci
mal) of summed logs.
This is your power of 10.

Add to memory.

Take common antilog.
This number is the man
tissa portion of answer
in scientific notation.

This number is the expo
nent portion of answer
in scientific notation.
Hence, the answer is
3.071883 x 1015 .

to see either part again.

15.

.487405

10

.487405

3.071883

15.

DISPLAY SHOWS

5.649006

776550

5.890169

5.890169

8876.25

3.94823

3.94823

15.487405

15 15

10

Note: Touch

Common log.5.649006

Calculations with large Numbers

The capacity of your calculator is ±99999999. On
occasion, however, you may be doing a calculation
which involves numbers expressed in scientific
notation or whose result would exceed the capacity
of the machine.

There are basically three types of multiplication and
division problems involving large numbers that can
be handled on your calculator: straight multiplication
and division problems; fractional mUltiplication and
division problems; and scientific notation mUltipli
cation and division problems. All three kinds are
handfed by adding and subtracting common logs,
then finding the common antilog.

Straight Multiplication and Division
The rule here is: If you are multiplying by a number,
add its common log; if you are dividing by a number,
subtract its common log.

Example: Multiply 445662 x 776550 x 8876.25:

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

445662 445662 First number.

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

'" 1. x2 summed in memory.
OJ, 1. x summed in register X.
C 2 2

(M+x2) 2. 12 + 22 in memory.

3. 1 + 2 in register X.

3 3

(M+x2) 3. 12 + 22 + 32 in memory.

6. 1 + 2 + 3 in register X.

MR 14. Recall x2 •

15



Compute, subtract sec
ond log (multiplication).

COMMENTS

Compute and subtract
second log (division).

Compute and add third
log (division).

Recall summed logs.

Store and subtract
characteristic.

Compute common anti
log to obtain mantissa
portion of scientific
notation answer.

Recall exponent portion
of scientific notation
answer. Answer is
3.425995 x 10' °.

Compute and add third
log (multiplication) .

Under the line:

Compute and subtract
first log.

10

3.425955

10.534782

.534782

526

2.720986

.028

-1.552842

126

2.10037

MR

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS

(M-) -.1249387

88644

4.947649

10

COMMENTS

88644

Compute, store first (M+)

526

(M-)

.028
Compute and subtract

(M-)third log (division).

Recall summed logs. 126

(M+)
Store and subtract
characteristic.

Compute common
antilog.

Mantissa portion of sci' 10
entilic notation answer.

Exponent portion 01 s6,
entific notation answer.
Answer .1653123 x 10-4

Scientific Notation Multiplication and Division
These types of equations are in the form: a x 101 X

bx 10J • The rule here is: When muttiplying, add the
logs of the mantissas and the actual value of the
exponents (this is because what yo!.! are really adding
,is 'log 10 x exponent = 1 x exponent = exponent):
if you are dividing, subtract the logs of the mantissas
and the actual value of the exponents. If you have

COMMENTS equations that are in fractional form that involve
On top of line: scientific notation, combine these rules with those

Compute, store first log,for fractional notation.

Example: Calculate 9.886 x 1013 X 7.654 x 105:

10

.1653123

-4.

DISPLAY SHOWS

33882

4.529969

75

MR

10

.75

KEY IN

33882

MS

Example: 2163 x .067 +- 8766500:

Fractional MUltiplication and Division
These types of equations are in the form: a x b
The rule here is: For numerators, add c x d
logs for muttiplication and subtract logs for division.
For denominators, subtract logs for muttiplication
and add togs for division.

C I I
33882 +- 0.75 x 88644Example: a cu ate .

526 x .028 +- 126 .

~ KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS

2163 2163v
( 3.335056

.067 .067

(M+) -1.173925

8766500 8766500

(M-) 6.942826

-4.781695

-4

-.781695

17
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COMMENTS

Subtract actual value of
exponent (division).

Recall summed togs.

Store and subtract
characteristic.

Compute common anti
log to obtain mantissa
portion of answer.

Recall exponent portion
of answer. Answer is
1.291611 x 10'·.

18.111132

.111132

1.291611

18.

DISPLAY SHOWS

-5.

KEY IN

(M-)

18 MS

10

Error Conditions

In the event of a logic error (e.g., division by zero),
your calculator will display all zeros and decimal
points. An error condition can be reset by touching
any key. If the error condition is cleared by any key
except;~., the machine will assume that the contents

register X = O.

Programming
The addition of "learn-mode" programming to your
already powerful calculator provides you with a unique
time saving approach to the evaluation of long equa
tions or those which require iterative solutions.

"Learn-mode" programming is essentially automatic
key pressing. One of the benefits of the "learn-mode"
programmer is its inherent simplicity in developing
and using a program. Effective use of the programmer
does not require any special skills or knOWledge of
programming languages. If you can use the calcu
lator, you can use the programmer!

The basic technique of "learn-mode" programming
is that the programmer remembers the sequence of
key depressions used to solve a problem. Therefore,
to program the calculator, all you must do is solve the
problem once correctly with the programmer in LOAD
mode. Even if mistakes are made, when the proper

Compute common
log to obtain mantissa
portion of answer.
Recall exponent n()rti~,"

of answer. Answer is
7.56672 x 1019

.

will recall the other

19.

7.56672

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

9.886 9.886

.9950206 Compute, store

13 13

(M+) 13. Add actual value of
exponent.

7.654 7.654

(M-) .8838885 Compute and subtract
log of next mantissa
(diVision).

5 -5

Remember, touching
portion of the answer.

10

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

9.886 9.886

.9950206 Compute, store first

13 13

(M+) 13. Add actual value of
exponent.

7.654 7.654

(M+) .8838885 Compute and add log
of next mantissa.

S 5

(M+) 5. Add actual value of
next exponent.

19.878908 Recall summed logs.

.878908 Store and subtract
characteristic.

Example: Calculate 9.886 x 1013 -+ 7.654 x 10-5 ;
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the HALT condition and continue execution of
the program, but it will also allow branching
to the next or subsequent programs ifs!<ip
is touched.

The key has functions in both the LOAD
~~~~UN modes. In the LOAD mode, touching
':s~ll?': marks the beginning of programs other
than the first. It writes a SKIP code for each
s~~,:~~quent program. In RUN mode, touching
S!S'jPi causes the programmer to jump from
the beginning of a program, or from a HALT
point, to the beginning of the next program and
begin execution of that program. Execution
continues to the first HALT or to the end. If only
one program is stored and the programmer is
stopped at a HALT, touching.s!<ip will jump
over the remaining part of the program and
return to the beginniog of the program.
This feature may be used to create a "loop"
within the main program. When only two
programs are stored, touching skip effectively
~~~gutes the second program and touching
start executes the first. When more than two
programs are stored, a HALT code must be pro
grammed in somewhere in all programs except
the first. To execute the second program,
touchskipi; to execute the third program,
touch twice; to execute the nth program,
touch n-1 times.

The key (delete) functions only in the
LOAD mode and is used for editing the pro
gram. Its purpose is to remove entries from
the program memory. Touching de! always
starts with the last program step entered and
removes one entry each time it is touched.
lt is essentially a backspace key. Using the

key can cause the error alarm to come on
an attempt is made to delete a START or

SKIP code. When a SKIP code is deleted, the

LOAD/STEP/RUN Switch
LOAD - Allows loading of program steps into the
program storage area.
STEP - Executes one step of a stored program
for each touch of start.

RUN - Permits execution of programs by use
of the start or keys.

Programming Keys
start The start key has functions in both the LOAD

and RUN modes. In LOAD mode, touching
start will erase all previously stored
tion in the program storage area, write a
code and mark the beginning of the first pro
gram. In the RUN mode, touchingsta;rt
execution of the first program. If the
mer is stopped at a HALT code (explained
below), touchingsla;rF continues the nnv,,''''''

to the next HALT or to the end of the program.
After reaching the end of a program, the pro
grammer always returns to the START code
at the beginning of the first program.

The key functions only in the LOAD
and is used to insert a HALT code in the pro
gram sequence. In the RUN mode, when the
programmer encounters a HALT code, it
the playback of the program and returns con
trol of the calculator back to the user. is
usually used as a pause in the program execu
tion to allow the reading of an intermediate
result and/or to input a variable for further
processing. Normally,start is used to leave

corrections are made, the programmer will learn the
corrections and yield the proper solution.

Note: Be sure you switch your calculator on in RUN
position, then slide the LOAD/STEP/RUN switch to
LOAD before entering programs.



RUN MODE

Jumps over remainder
of a program and
begins execution of
the next program.

No function.

Positions programmer control to begin
entering more program steps to the end
of the last program entered. Previous
program data is not affected. Multiple
programs can added at this point
by touching

LOAD MODE

---------------
Marks beginning of
programs subsequent
to the first.

f;~~~'----'-'------
Clears program area Starts first program or
and writes START code. continues from a HALT.

'LP-fnllr:lmrn"r Control Operations
following table summarizes the operations

"~,~... - programming switch and keys.

5"':"/

alarm means that an entire program has beeni!'i~henumber in the program as a constant. This constant
removed. Touching again will turn off theiS)'IilIautomatically be keyed in and used each time the
error alarm and delete the last step of the - ogram is run. The constant takes as many program
program preceding the deleted SKIP. If the ps as there are digits (including decimal and
~t~rm does not go off with the next touch of J in the number.
<1f.l1. it means that the START code is the
code left in the program memory arld all pro
grams have been cleared. The START code
cannot be deleted. If a SKIP code is deleted
accidentally, re-entering n§I<ll?n will reiniliate
that program.

Entering Variables SWITCH FUNCTION
-----------------

With the LOAD/STEP/RUN switch in the LOAD BUN position F'i')rrrlits e)(es~tion of programs by use of
position, key infJfit.t};c wherever a variable is going to ~t,",r{U or !§'Kip;.
appear in your program. With the LOAD/STEP/RUN LOAD PO-S-it-io-n--A';;:I":'IO":'W":'s-i;;di~g-~'i-p-ro~r-a-m-si~t~----
switch in the RUN position, when the programmer program storage area.
encounters a HALT code, control of the calculator is 'c, _

C$witching from Positions programmer control to begin
returned to the user. A variable can be entered for 'LOAD to RUN execution of the first program.
further processing at that time. A variable consists position

+----------
of any entry key (0-9), or Switching from
Touching after the variable has been entered RUN to LOAD
continues the program from the HALT code. The vari-Jiosition
able does not become part of the program. it consists
of the one program step .

Entering Constants
With the LOAD/STEP/RUN switch in LOAD UU"""U

keying in any number entry key (0-9),
-fft; WITHOUT preceding the number with

22

Error Alarm
Your programmable calculator has a program memo
capacity of 100 steps. If more than 100 program steps'i
are entered, or if a SKIP code is deleted, or an attemPi
is made to delete a START code, an error alarm con-in,"_
sisting of all decimal points will be displayed. ThiS;;;~~ri) Deletes the last step

I d 'ff f th . d' I h t ff' th" entered lfl a program.a arm I ers rom e automatic ISP ay suo In ate." -- _~- '______ ._. .,.__
the decimals appear with the number in the display. ;<;I:!~lt Writes a HALT code No function.

. . In the program and
For example, .1.2.3.4.5 ... would Indicate an returns control of
error alarm. calculator to user.



ENTER
'IT

COMPUTE
A=: '7TR2

Input
or Output

Procedures

(variable data key entry)
(displayed results)

Start/End
points

Entering Single Programs
Your "learn-mode" programmer functions as a
lator while it is being programmed, thus enabling
to use actual data to get a meaningful result as you
program. While it is not necessary to use actual
while keying in a sequence of program steps, doing
so for simple, non-iterative programs where a result
can be predicted can be quite helpful. This feature
lets you "debug" your program by seeing if the
lated results displayed at the end of programming
the same as your predicted results for the calcula
tions involved. If the results are the same, you have
keyed in the program correctly.

The following examples will illustrate the versatility
of your "learn-mode" programmer. The following
programming symbols will be used to help define
flow of execution of sample programs:

Switching from
RUN to LOAD to
RU N position

Positions programmer control to Program yo ur calculator to find the area of
execution of the first program em:en,a.j(\(""."'" of varying radii using the formula A = 'ITr2 •

This feature can be useful if the user use a "test" variable of 1 in this program.
interrupted during his calculations if after keying in the program we come up with
forgets which portion of the program result of 'IT, we know that the program
was last executed.

----.------.---.--------.-••-----------'c{i'W8lS keyed in correctly.
STEP position Executes one step of a stored

for each touch of the key. ))f}",,,,iir,,rl flow of execution:
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COMPUTE
R=YX2+y2

R =yx2 + y2
e=tan-1 (y/x.)

5 First radius.

78.539815 Program continues to
First area oomputed.

3.1415926 Start program and
to first HALT.

2.25 Next radius.

15.904312 Next area computed. COMPUTE
e=TAN-l Y/X

3.1415926 Start program.

8.73 Next radius.

239.42988 Next area.

8.73

5

2.25

Example: Program the calculator to convert
rectangular coordinates to polar coordinates ,using
the formulas:

Loading the program: Using 1 as a "test" variabl /

I REGIST NTENTS
LINE KEY I DATA X Y
NO. ENTRY ENTRY M COMMENTS

(Display) /> .. (Memory)

Switch: LOAD position

1 start Mark beginning of program.

2 'Tr 'Tr

3 halt 'Tr \. Halt to enter radius.

1 1 'Tr iii r.
.

4 F 1 'Tr ,

5 (x2
) 1. 'Ti" f r2

•

6 X 'Tr /
'Trr

2
• End of program.

Running the program: Switch: RUN position. ~~Y the example in Appendix B - Part 1, we see that

What is the area of a circle of radius 5? 2.25? 1.3? ~~vv" use "test" variables of x = 6, Y= 8, we can

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS iI-""u,,,, R= 10 and e = 53.1301.
;0-

3.1415926 Start program and flow of execution:
to first HALT. i,
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Loading the program:
Using x =6, Y=8 as "test" variables:. Ti:

REGISl ~iPN TEN T S
LINE KEY DATA

X >z M COMMENTS
NO. ENTRY ENTRY Y

(Display) i: (Memory)

Switch: LOAD position I:
1 start ....... Mark beginning of program.

2 hc:1t if Halt for x.

6 6 f{ x.

3 ENT 6. 6. ;;
4 ENT 6. 6. i6.

5 X 36. 6. x".

6 halt ifi Halt for y.

8 8 36. ~!6. y.

7 MS 8 36 ;'(6 8

8 F 8 36 Wi6 8

9 (x') 64. 36 -X 6 8 y'.

10 + 100. 6 -Ii 8 x" + y".

11 V 10. 6 I 8 yx" + y' =r.

12 halt 10. 6 8 Halt to display r.

13 x-y 6 10 ( 8

14 MR 8 6 10 8

15 x-y 6 8 t 10 8

16 1.3333333 10 8

17 F 1.3333333 10
(. 8

18 (tan-I) 53.1301 10 e calculated. End of program.



Loading the program:

REGIST~NTENTS
LINE KEY DATA

X Y ·'ZNO. ENTRY ENTRY M COMMENTS
(Display) (Memory)

1 1 "Test" variable.

Switch: LOAD position

1 start 1 ? Mark beginning of program.

2 F 1 f
3 (x2

) 1

4 'iT 7i 1 j

5 X 'iT ! End of program.
....

Program continues to
next HALT. R calCUlated
and displayed.

Program continues to end.
e calculated, displayed.

Program continues to
next HALT.

y.

263.18572

41.92139

14.567

21.803284

iog Programming Steps
He you have 100 programming steps on your
ulator, it is often beneficial to program equations

s few steps as possible. Re-arranging equations
Program continues to setting up programs to enable the machine to
next HALT. R calculated in calculations with the number currently in the
and displayed.

lay can lead to saving both programming steps inProgram continues to e
e calculated, dispiayed AD position and touches of in RUN position.

Start program, execute t's rewrite the first two programs using some step
first HALT. {Display sh .• ing techniques. In the first program involving the
result of last program}. ~tea of a circle, we can see that if we set up the

x. ~~uation to square whatever is in the display and then
)'lultiply it by 'iT, we can eliminate one touch of

y.

Program continues to
next HALT.

COMMENTS

Start program, execute
first HALT. (Display sh
result of programming). '6FJ:$tal"t&

x.

16.223

60.25511

60.25511

7

8.0622577

4

16.

DISPLAY SHOWS

53.1301

16.223

7

4

KEY IN

Running the program: Switch: RUN position.

Convert the following rectangular coordinates to
polar coordinates: x =4, Y=7; x =16.223, Y=14.5



Running the program: Switch: RUN position, IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

The program will now take whatever is in the displ 186.26502 Next area.
at the time you touch , square it and multiply

83.6 Next radius.
by 71'; hence, 'iTr2 •

Example: What is the area of a circle of radius 5? 21956.465 Next area.

Of radius 7.7? Of radius 83.6?
gramming the equation in this manner saved one

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS gramming step in the program and eliminated one
5 5 First radius. JCh of f~S~f~(while running the program.

78.539815 Start program and exe second program we can use the (M+x2 ) feature
to end. Area calculated ve programming steps and the feature
and displayed. ; eliminate one touch of

7.7 7.7 Next radius.
'f

Loading the program: ((
REGISTI !NT E N T S

LINE KEY DATA
X Y ,:,ZNO. ENTRY ENTRY M COMMENTS

(Display) i/o (Memory)

0 0 i?
MS 0 i Clear memory.

8 8 y.
Switch: LOAD position

1 start 8 1(\ Mark beginning of program.

2 F 8 :-
3 (M+x2) 8. 64. Add y2 to memory (0).

4 halt 8 '.:. 64. Halt for x.

6 6 8 64.

5 F 6. 8 i 64.

6 (M+x2) 6 8 S 100. Add x2 to memory (y2).

7 1.3333333 g 100.

8 F 1.3333333 ; 100.

9 (tan-I) 53.1301 g 100. e calculated.

10 MR 100. 53.1301 L 100. Recall y' + x',

11 V- 10. 53.1301 : 100. r calculated. End of program.



COMMENTS

Clear memory.

x.

y.

7.

O.

7

4

8.0622577

60.25511

O.

35.6

35.6

75.25

83.246156

25.31835

DISPLAY SHOWS

Program 1 will calculate the area;
Program 2 will calculate the circumference; and
Program 3 will calculate the volume.

4

KEY IN

o

75.25

7

Running the program: Switch: RUN position.

Convert the following rectangular coordinates to p
coordinates: x = 4, Y= 7; x = 35.6, Y= 75.25.
We have to clear memory each time before running
this program and input y first.

~ring Multiple Programs
("learn-mode" programmer has 100 program

steps, You can enter as many programs as will
to 100 steps, The use of the f~j<;"!i!ik key enables
to enter more one program, While in LOAD
ition, touching terminates one program and

rks the beginning a new program, While in RUN
ition, touching !~i%\~J makes the programmer jump

the beginning of the first program to the begin
of the second program and start execution of

Start program and exe (program; or, touching makes the program-
to first HALT, :jvmp from a HALT code any program to the
x'f,~~inningof the next program and start execution of

R calculated, diSP!ayed.~~\program. If you pl~n to liave more than. two
'~8grams in the mach me, make sure there IS a HALT

Recall e trom register Y.~§lpe programmed somewhere in all programs except
Clear memory. ;~~first. Since the programmer jumps from a HALT

tede on all programs except the first, it will not be
Y·t~le to access the third, fourth, etc, programs unless

~HALT code is built into those programs. If you want
'~~.~. programmer to stop at the beginning of each
~f9gram, build the HALT code in as the first program

.R calculated, diSPlayed'~rP after

Recall e trom register Y'~he programmer will return to trle beginning of the
,ttlt program after completing any program. Thus,

Programming the equation in this manner saved sev%fter executing program 3, the programmer returns to
programming steps and one touch of me top and gets ready to execute program 1 again,

~xample: Program the calculator to compute the area
~pd circumference of a circle of radius r and the
iQlume of a sphere of radius r.



CALCULATE
V = 4'77"R3/3

3

37

COMMENTS

COMPUTE
C =2wR

CALCULATE
2 x w

Halt for r.

r.

Mark beginning of program 1.

flow of execution:

C =2'77"r;

DATA r----:-:x--,-.:..:...::=--=--=--=--'!!P-:..::..:.;...:-.:::.....---,
ENTRY

(Display)

Using a "test" variable of 1, our predicted results\{
should be: V~OMPUTE

Program 1: A= 3.1415926 ('JT); " A=7TR2
Program 2: C = 6.2831852 (2'JT); and
Program 3: V=4.18879 (4'77"/3).



,
I~Loading the programs: Using a "test" variable of

REGISl cONTENTS
LINE KEY DATA

X Y ;2 M COMMENTSNO. ENTRY ENTRY
(Display) i (Memory)

Switch: LOAD position i

4 F 1 'IT 'it.

5 (x2
) 1. ~T t;

6 X 'IT i A calculated. End of program 1.

7 skip 'IT ~;:> Mark beginning of program 2.

8 2 2 'IT it'·
9 ENT 2. 2 ''11"

10 'IT 'it 2 .i;;-

11 X 2'lT 'If iii

12 halt 2'lT 'IT Halt for r.

1 1 2'lT ,,;-

i
13 X 2'lT ii; C calculated. End of program 2.

14 skip 2'iT fiii Mark beginning of program 3.

15 halt 2'IT 'i Halt for r.

1 1 2'lT

16 ENT 1 1 !2'iT

17 ENT 1 1 i

18 X 1 1 if
19 X 1 : r'.

20 'IT 'IT 1 :
21 X 'IT i[ 'lTr' .

22 4 4 'IT ;
23 X 4'iT

24 3 3 4'iT f
i

25 4'lT13 ..... 4'lTr313. Vcalculated. End pgm 3.



COMMENTS

COMMENTS

Mark beginning of program 1.

DISPLAY SHOWS

165.12996

6.2831852

6.2831852

4.5

381.70346

Program continues to end of
1, area calculated.

Skip program 1, begin
program 2 and execute to
first HALT.

Skip program 2, begin pro
gram 3 and execute to first
HALT (at the beginning of
the program).

R for problem 4.

Program continues to end
of program 3, volume
calculated.

re-arranging the area, circumference and volume
grams to work on what is in thedisplay, we

n eliminate some touches of We will not use
"test" variable while loading the programs this time,
wever, so the displayed results while programming

'11 be unpredictable. Remember, if while you are
ogramming without "test" variables the display

hows an error indication, it doesn't matter. Keep on
eying in the program. The next key entry will reset
e error condition and it will not affect your program.
ou may "debug" your program with test variables
fier they are programmed.

Program continues to
of program 2, circumfer
ence calculated.

Start program 1 and ex
cute to first HALT.

R for problem 3.7.25

3.1415926

6.6

41.469022

2 F 0

Switch: LOAD position

3 (x2
) 0

4

1 start 0

LINE KEY DATA 1----:x--I..:..:..;:::....:."7~~~~~---,
NO. ENTRY ENTRY (Display)

7.25

6.6

5

40

Loading the programs:

Running the program: Switch: RUN position.

Compute:
1. The area of a circle of radius 5; .
2. The circumference of a circle of radius 6.6;
3. The area of a circle of area 7.25; and
4. The volume of a sphere of radius 4.5.

For problem 1, we need program 1. For problem 2
we need program 2. For problem 3, we need prog
1 and for problem 4, we need program 3.

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

3 1415926 8tart program 1 and ex
. cute to first HALT.

5 R for problem 1.

78.539815 Program continues to
program 1, area cal cui

6.2831852 Skip program 1, begin
program 2 and execute
first HALT.

R for problem 2.



'. ·D>'

..' C/

••••

......

REG I S
TENTS

LINE KEY DATA X y )
M COMMENTS

NO. ENTRY ENTRY (Display)
.... (Memory)

5 X 0
ii,ii End of program 1.

6 skip 0 i? Mark beginning of program 2.

7 halt 0 'iC Halt at beginning of program 2.

8 ENT 0
'j

..•.....

9 'iT 7i
'is{i

10 X 0
ii/

11 2 2 iF

12 X 0
/ End of program 2.

>
--

13 skip 0
Mark beginning of program 3.

14 halt 0 ••
Halt at beginning of program 3.

15 ENT 0 C
>

16 ENT 0

17 X 0
/

18 X 0

19 7r r;;' i'
20 X 0

.;

21 4 4

22 X 0 '"
23 3 3

24 0
.; End of program 3.



"Indexing" Your Programs
."Index" numbers can be built into programs in such

way to indicate which program IS about to be exe
cuted. There is no set way to "index" programs. Try a
.few sample programs out and some of your own to get

feel for it. Just remember to watch your registers so
s not to destroy data that you may need in a
rticular program.

9.2

57.805302

9.2

13

13

13

9202.7716

9.2

13

7.75

KEY IN

44

Running the program: Switch: RUN position.

Compute: '.
1 The area of a circle of radius 7.75,
2' The volume of a sphere of radius 13: and
3: The circumference of a circle of radius 9.2.

DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS.

7.75 R for problem 1.

188 6919 Start program 1. Progra
. continues to end. area 'Indexing" With Memory

calculated. ne way to "index" a program is to build the index
Rfor problem 2. umber in memory. Obviously, these kinds of pro-

ams would have to be those which do not use theSkip program 1.
ntents of memory from another program.

Skip program 2. xample: Write two programs:

Start program 3, progr Program 1: Converts centigrade to fahrenheit
continues to end, volu using the formula: FO =9/5 Co + 32

calculated.,; Program 2: Converts fahrenheit to centigrade
Rfor problem 3.;, using the formula: Co =5/9 (FO _ 32).

Skip program 1. !These programs will be written in two ways. One way
Start program 2, pr?gravly.'ill illustrate a method of indeXing where the variable
continues to end. clrcu11*keyed in immediately after the index number is
ference calculated'~)SPlayed before touching the other method will

. . w eliminates one program stePK!Justrate touching after the index number is
Programml~g thl~ ~; tell which program you are~jsplayed to start program before entering the
and makes It eas~e:r the programmer returns to the'rriable.

runnmg. Re~e~gra~ 1 after executing any progra1ethod 1: With this method, you enter the variable just
begmnmga~s~rthe programmer returns to the begJn~ifter the index number is displayed, then touch
T~us, bec m 1 to execute 3 after exec\~start the program. This saves a touch of
nmg of progra. h to skip progra)
ing program 2, you must touc •.
1, and skip program 2.



Loading the programs:
No "test" variables will be used.

......

FlEGIST NTENTS

LINE KEY DATAl x I Y 1(Me::oYy)
COMMENTS

NO. ENTRY ENTRY (Display)
.' i;

Switch: LOAD position

1 start
< Mark beginning of program 1.

1
i "Index" number.

2 1
.

3 MS 1.
1. Store in memory.

4 halt 1.
f 1. Halt for °c.........

5 ENT 1. 1.
i 1.

6 9 9 1.
.

1.

7 X 9. i 1.

5 5 9. f 1.
8

\

9 1.8
1.

10 3 3 1.8 i 1.

11 2 32 1.8 ( 1.

12 + 33.8
1. of calculated.

13 skip 33.8 \ 1. Mark beginning of program 2.

14 2 2 33.8 1. "Index" number.

15 MS 2. 33.8 2. Store in memory.

16 halt 2. 33.8 ii 2. Halt for of.

17 ENT 2. 2. $3.8 2.

18 3 3 2. S3. 2.

19 2 32 2. l3.8 2.

20 - ~30. 33.8 2.

21 5 5 ~30. %13.8 2.

22 X -150. 33.8
i·.·

2.

23 9 9 -150. §3 2.

24 -16.666666 33.8 2. °C calculated.



Running the program: Switch: RUN position.

Problem 1: Convert 100°C to of;
Problem 2: Convert 212°F to °C;
Problem 3: Convert 78°F to °c.

2.

49

ethod 2: With this method, you start the program after
ng the "index" number and before entering the

riable. While this involves an extra touch of~(att;,
can be useful if the first step in your program'
valves entering a constant. You have to have a HALT
de built in after the index number in order for the
chine to stop and display the index number. If the

.ext step in the program is to enter a constant, you
ave to have some way to terminate the HALT con-
ion so the constant will not be treated as a variable.

does not affect the stack, does not affect
gle function keys, but DOES terminate a HALT
ndition. Using this feature, constants can be
ogrammed in following a HALT.

COMMENTS

Program 1 is ready to
execute.

ce.

Program executes to e
OF computed.

Program 2 IS ready to
execute.
OF.

Program executes to
°C computed.
Program 2 is ready to
execute.

78 OF.

25.555555 °e. computed.

2.

212

100.

100

212.

DISPLAY SHOWS

1.

78

212

100

KEY IN
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Loading the program:
Again, no "test" variables will be used. .

REG IS TENTS
LINE KEY DATA. \ X \ Y I(Me~orJ COMMENTSNO. ENTRY ENTRY

(Display)

Switch: LOAD position .....

i<
1 start if

Mark beginning of program 1.
2 1 1 "Index" number.
3 MS 1. \ 1. Store in memory.
4 halt 1. j 1. Halt to display "index.".....
5 F 1. 1. Clear HALT code.
6 9 9 1. > 1. Constant...

1.7 ENT 9. 9. 1.

8 halt 9. 9. 1. 1. Halt for °C.
9 X 8'1. 1. ; 1.

10 5 5 81 '1. 1.

11 16.2 1. 1.
12 3 3 16.2 1. 1.

13 2 32 16.2 ';1. 1.

14 + 48.2 1. 1. OF calcUlated.
15 skip 48.2 1. 1. Mark beginning of program 2.
16 2 2 48.2 1. 1. "Index" number.
17 MS 2. 48.2 1. 2. Store in memory.
18 halt 2. 48.2 1 2. Halt to display "index."
19 F 2. 48.2 ii. 2. Clear HALT code.
20 5 5 2. .48.2 2. Constant.
21 ENT 5. 5. ;2, 2.

22 halt 5. 5. ~. 2, Halt for OF.
23 ENT 5, 5. is. 2.

24 3 3 5. t5~ 2.
f
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ndexing" Without Memory
you want to use the contents of memory in a pro
am, perhaps because a variable is stored there,

can "index" your program using the stack.
aware of what your index numbers will do to the
k because they do take up a position in the X

gister. It is advisable to clear the X register after
isplaying the "index" number.

ample: Let's reprogram the area, ci,cumference
d volume programs this time putting the variable (r)
iell is common to all three programs in memory
d "indexing" the programs to tell which is which.

1 =Area of circle ='lTr2;
D",n,~~ 2 = Circumference of circle = 2o;rr;
Program 3 = Volume of sphere = 4/3'7Tr3.

212 OF.

100. °e computed.

1. Program 1 is ready
execute.

9. Start program 1 and
execute to first

13 °e.

55.4 OF calculated.

2. Program 2 is ready
execute.

5. Start program 2.

69 OF.

20.555555 °e calculated.

KEY DATA M COMMENTSLINE
X (Memory)NO. ENTRY ENTRY (Display)

5. 2.25 2 32

2.26 -27. 5.

2.27 X -135.

2.28 9 9 -
-15. 2. °C calculated.29 ~

69

13

212

Running the program: Switch: RUN position.

Problem 1: Convert 212°F to °C;
Problem 2: Convert 13°C to ° F;
Problem 3: Convert 69°F to °e.

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

2. Program 2 is ready
execute.

5. Start program 2
H
a
A
n
L
d
Texecute to first ;



loading the program:
A "test" variable of 1 will be used.. !Kt>Y in:

REG IS
LINE KEY DATA

X Y
COMMENTSNO. ENTRY ENTRY

(Display)

Switch: LOAD position

1 start 1. Mark program 1.
2 C 1. Clear previous "index" number.
3 C 1.

4 1 1 1. "Index" number.
5 halt 1 1. Halt to display "index."
6 MR 1- 1. 1. Recall variable (r).
7 F 1- i. 1.
8 (x2 ) 1. i. 1. f-.
9 '1/ 'iT 1. 1.

10 X 'iT 1. 1. 'iTr2
•

11 skip 'iT 1. 1. Mark program 2.
12 C 1. 1. Clear previous "index" number.
13 C O. 1.
14 2 2 1. "Index."
15 halt 2 1. Halt to display "index."
16 MR 1. 2. 1. Recall r.
17 ENT 1. 1. 1.

18 'IT 'iT 1. 1.

19 X 'iT 1- 1.

20 2 2 'iT 1.

21 X 2w 1. 1. 2''lTr.
22 skip 2'1/ 1. 1. Mark program 3.
23 C 1. 1. Clear previous index.
24 C O. 1.
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REG IS TENTS

LINE KEY DATA X Y (Me~orYll COMMENTS
NO. ENTRY ENTRY (Display)

.

25 3 3 1. "Index."
"N

1. Halt to display" index."
26 halt 3 ............

27 MR 1. 3. 1.

28 ENT 1. 1. 1.

29 ENT i. 1.
••••

\'i 1.

f--. 'cc

30 X 1. 1. ... 1.

31 X 1- •
'{ 1. r'.

i.
..'

i.
32 'iT 'IT .. '

33 X 'IT ..... 1.

4 4
.....

1.
34 'IT •....

35 X 4 'IT 1.

36 3 3 4'IT
.... 1.

37 4/3'" 1. 4/3'lTr3
•

.•....

••

!

Running the program: Switch: RUN position. ,= DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

Problem 1: What is the area of a circle of
; 78.539815 Area for problem 1.

Problem 2: What is the volume of a sphere of
...

2 Skip prog ram 1.

radius 5? W!~~'ih(
Problem 3: What is the circumference 01 a GirclB

3 Skip program 2. Program 3

01 radius 9.6?
~•• 'bN''/C' is ready to execute. R for
!t problem 2 is already in

Problem 4: What is the area 01 a circle 01 : memory.

radius 9.6? 'r8.,."",.'{: 523.59873 Volume for problem 2.

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS ,'"
Ii' 9.6 R for problem 3.

5 5, R for problem 1. W~iii'g;; 2 Skip program 1, program 2

1 Program 1 is ready to
{'CY,'}?'?: is ready to execute.

execute. i$laif·; 60.318576 Circumference for
problem 3.
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SUM
X

COMPUTE

X

INCREMENT
N-COUNT

COMMENTS

v- ~xx=
n

DISPLAY SHOWS

1 Program 1 is ready to
cute. R for problem 4
already in memory.

289.52917 Area tor problem 4.

Example: Find the mean of a list of numbers usin
the formula:

"Looping" and "Branching"-Iterative Progra
There are two methods of making your "Iearn-m
programmer "loop." One is using the~~H:'i key
feature in single programs; the other is using the

key feature in multiple programs. The folio
examples will illustrate both methods.

"Looping" With SKIP
If only one program is stored and the programmer
stopped at a HALT, touchingSt<lp wfll jump over
remaining part of the program and start execution
the beginning of the program automatically. This
feature may be used to create a "loop" within the
main program.

Clearly, we need a "loop" to sum up "x." In this
gram, we will build an "n" count into the loop so
can always tell how many numbers we have ente
Keying in a number and touching~~fp wilt enter
number into the loop and add it to ~x. When the'
count reaches the number of entries we have, we
"branch" out of the loop by touching

KEY IN
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N-count.

N-count. N-cQunt == 5, so
we "branch" to calculate
mean.

Mean calculated.

Xs.

Clear displayed n-count.

Result of iteration n -1.

COMMENTS

Start program. "x" is in display.

Clear increment.

Sumx.

Build in "loop" point.

Increment n-count in memory.

Recall new n-count

Xcalculated.

4.6

DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

6 X4.

4.

3

5.

TENTS

This program has been written as if we
about to perform the n'h iteration, The results
ration n-1 are currently in the registers, when

start the iteration, "x" will be in the display.

X
(Display)

2::n 2:x ~n

x ~n 2::n

:::n x ::::0
,~

~nx ,,",x

v ~n,,",x

::Ex :::-:;n

1
,. :::n""'x

1. " ::::n,,",x

v""'x
,.

~x ~n~n

L:n 2:x ::::n
:txJ2:n

DATA
ENTRY

LOAD position

KEY
ENTRY

1. N-count.

5 5 X2.

2. N-cQunt.

7 7 X3.

3. N-count.

Switch:

1 start

2 x-V
3 C

4 +
5 1

6 F

7 (M+)

8 C

9 MR

10 halt

11

LINE
NO.

Running the program: Switch: RUN position,

Calculate the mean of the following five numbers:
5,7,6, 3). We need to clear all reCllsters
before using this program. Key in:

KEY lI'l DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

2 2 Xl.

Loading the program: To program iterative pro
act as if you are programming the second, third
n'h iteration and think of what you would like to'
in each register when the iteration is next per

REG IS



CALCULATE
(J

CALCULATE
STD.DEV.

INPUT
X

SUM X,
SUM X'

INCREMENT
N-COUNT

CALCULATE
X 1-_-'"

/l~;nA'"lr~'t1 flow of execution:

COMMENTSDISPLAY SHOWS

O. Clear registers,

212 212 First score.

1. N-count.

243 243 Second score.

2. N-count.

198 198 Third score.

3. N-count = 3, "branch"
find average.

217.66666 Average score.

KEY IN

"Looping" With START
Since after executing any program, the
returns to the top of the program memory and gets
ready to execute the first program again, we can
"loop" through the first program of a multiple pro
gram set by touching start and "branch" to
program after the iterations have been completed
touching skip.

Example: Program the calculator to compute the
mean, variance and standard deviation of a group
data, using the equations:

x=::::..:0<. ; 0" =};x2 - (2::X)2/ n; SD _, r;;
n n -1 v

Example: Average the following bowling scores:
(212,243,198).



Loading theprogram: Assume "x" is in the disp ming x, x· and incrementing the n-count;
and that you are programming the nth iteration of gram 2 will compute x, the variance and the
program 1. Program 1 will be the iterative program ndard deviation.

REGIST NTENTS
UNE KEY DATI'.

X Y COMMENTSNO. ENTRY ENTRY
(Display)

Switch: LOAD position

'-' Ln "s"" 2 Results of iteration n -1...-;.IX ~x

1 start x :Lx 'y • Mark program 1.~X

2 F x ~x Zx'

3 (M+x') x Zx Lx' Sum x' in memory.

4 + ~x ". Zx' Sum x in stack.~n

5 x-v jEn :SX ~X2 Retrieve n-count.

6 1 2:n l:xz

7 + LO 2::x LX' locrement n-count.

S x-V ~x ~n
...." 2 Retrieve 2:x for next iteration.~x

9 skip Zx :En kXz Mark program 2.

10 x-V Zn '-' Lx'..:..oX

11 MR Lx' Zn 2:x'

12 x-V 4n Zx· 2:x'

13 MS 2:n '\' 2 2:n Exchange Zx· & 2:n in memory.~X

14 C ::Sx2 2:x 1:0

15 x··y ::Ex LX' 1:0

16 MR Ln 2:x :3n Recall n.

17 Lx/n .:sx2 ;Sn xcalculated.

18 halt :3x/n 2x2 2:0 Halt to display x.

19 F Lx/n "'i' :2 1:n..,:;,.,X

20 (x') (2:x/o)' Zx' L:n (Zx/O)'.

21 MR 2:n (Lx/o)' Ln Recall n.

22 X (:3x)' /n 2:x' L:n (2:x)'/ o.
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O. Clear registers, memory.

67

20.3 x•.

3.44 Xl.

11.3 Xt.

15.3 X3.

DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

19. 1:x. We are through sum
ming X, x2 and n. "Branch"
to program 2.

3.8 Mean calculated and
displayed.

4.7 Variance calculated and
displayed.

2.1679483 Standard deviation calcu
lated and displayed.

5. Touch to see n-count.

xample: Calculate the mean, variance and standard
deviation of the following data: (3.44, 7.86,4,5,9).

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

REGIST
LINE KEY DATA

X Y
NO. ENTRY ENTRY M COMMENTS

(Display) (Memory)

23 :Zx2_C~:;x)2/n 2:n 1:x2_ (1:x)2(n.

24 MR 2n :So Recall n.

25 1 ....'
~n..::.In

26 n-1 "" n-1 ....... n
27 q .." Variance calculated .~n

28 hait <1 ....' Halt to display <1.""n
29 V S.D. '" Standard deviation calculated.~n

2 2 Xl.

2. :Zx.

7 7 Xi.

9.
..,.
~x.

3 3 X3.

12. 2:x.

5 5 X4.

17. :::::x.

2 2 Xs.

66

Running the program: Switch: RUN position.

Calculate the mean, variance and standard deviation
of the following data: (2,7,3,5,2). We can iterate
program 1 by entering "x" and touching This
program does not display the n-count, so after enter
ing all x's, we "branch" to program 2 to calculate
the mean, variance and standard deviation. We have
to clear all registers and memory before using this
program. Key in: M'S.

KEY IN D1Sl'LI\Y SHOWS COMMENTS



TOUCH

TOUCH

To start the first program, touch
To start the second program, touch
To start the nth program, touch

Appendix A - Stack Diagrams

efollowing diagrams show what happens to the
k for each operation of your calculator.

ntents of registers are indicated by lower-case
ers x, y and z. Locations are indicated by capital

tters X, Y and Z. The display always shows the
ntents of register X. Memory is register M.

Variance.

Mean.

DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

29.3 X5. Sum of x displayed.
"Branch" to program 2.

5.86

5.9788

2.4451584 Standard deviation.

KEY IN

9

1. Always turn your machine on with the LOAD/
STEP/AUN switch in RUN position. Slide it to
LOAD to enter a program.

2. To clear display before starting a program,
until a zero appears in the display. To clear

memory, touch GMt>.
3. Touching while in LOAD position always

erases what you have already keyed in. If you
change your mind in the m\.~B'e of a program
want to start again, touch§tgP'..

4. The key deletes the last step entered.

5. Mark the beginning of the first program with
Mark the beginning of all sUbsequent progra
with . If more than two programs are bei
stored, all except the first must have a HALT co
as part of the program to permit accessing of
those programs.

6. To interrupt a program, whether to enter a vari
or display a result, touch

7. To enter a constant, key in the desired number.
It becomes part of the program.

8. To enter a variable, key in Any number
following the keying in of will not be rem
bered by the programmer and will be treated
a "test" variable. Remember that and
keyed in after a halt are considered part of
the "test" variable.
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TOUCH

TOUCH

AFTER
TOUCHING

ANY
FUNCTION

KEY

TOUCH CONTENTS LOCATION

MS

TOUCH

TOUCH
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(rad)

or

(deg)

TOUCH

TOUCH

TOUCH
.SIN

COS
TAN

In

or

(tan' 1 )

TOUCH

TOUCH

(sin'·J)

or
(COS-I)

*Note: Performing any trig, log or antilog function
clears register Z. fix) is transferred to reg ister X,
and register Y remains unchanged. Performing
the yx function clears register Z. The contents of
register X are transferred to register Y and y x are
transferred to register X.
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f(x): y -1- X -3> X
Y--X-3> X
Y >< X -3> X
y -':- X -3> X

(M+ )
(M-)

TOUCH

TOUCH

TOUCH

TOUCH

ERROR
INDICATION

74



Now, look at the "mm" part
of the answer (76). If it is
above 60, add .4. Repeal as
you did with the seconds
portion.

Seconds.

Final answer: 3 hours,
16 minutes, 5 seconds.

1 hour, 30 min., 20 sec.

Now, look at the "ss" part
of the answer (65). If it is
above 60, add .004. Repeat
this step until the seconds
portion of the answer is
below 60.

.4

3.1605

.004

2.7605

44.5

44.5

1.3020

2.7565

23.741666

77

ding Time, or Degrees, Minutes and Seconds

1 hour, 45 minutes and 45 seconds to 1 hour, 30
tes and 20 seconds. Enter all times as hh.mmss
e hh =hours, mm =minutes and ss =seconds

.mmss for degrees, minutes and seconds).
KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

1.4545 1 hour, 45 min., 45 sec.

1.4545

44.5

60 60 60 seconds/minute.

fVl$ 60.

.74166666

23 23 Minutes.

'i'O,pn,'",,,,!'>, Minutes and Seconds to
Degrees Conversion

Convert the following degrees, minutes
seconds to decimal degrees: 56°23'44.5"

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

2 2

2.

3 3

6.

4 4

4.

5 5

20.

26.

Appendix B - Part 1: Some Examples

In the previous sections of this manual, you have
a summary of how the functions of your calculator
work. This appendix demonstrates the versatility
the machine in a variety of disciplines.

MATHEMATICS

Sum of Products and Product of Sums

Sum of products: (2 x 3) + (4 x 5) = 26
KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS

Product of sums: (2 + 3) x (4 + 5) = 45
KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS

2 2

2.

3 3

5.

4 4

4.

5 5

9.

45.

See Appendix B- Part 4 for stack diagrams
of these examples.
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Exchange to bring X coor
dinate back to register X.

Recall Y coordinate.

Exchange to divide Y by X.

R calculated.

Y coordinate.

Save for use in calcu
lating e.

36.

B

8.

64.

100.

10.

6.

6. Transfer contents of register
Y to register Z to save tor
use in calculating e.

DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

6 X coordinate.

6.

8.

6.

1.3333333

(tan-1} 53.1301 e calculated.

Note: To See R again, touch

Appendix B - Part 4 for a stack diagram
this example.

h1fRectanaular to Polar Coordinate Conversion

Convert the coordinates X =6, Y =8 to
.><'""'''coordinates Rand e. Using the formula:

R=-YX2+ Y2
e =tan-1 YIX.

56 Degrees.

56.395694 Decimal degrees.

DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

60. 60 minutes/degree.

0.3956944

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

35 35 e.

35.

7 7 R.

7 Store R in register M.

35.

35. Store e in register Y.

0.8191521 cos e.

7. Recall R.

5.7340647 X displayed = R cos e.

35. e.

0.5735765 sin El.

7. Recall R.

4.0150355 Y displayed = R sin e.

KEY IN

56

Note: To see X again, touch

See Appendix B - Part 4 for a stack diagram
of th is example.

Polar to Rectangular Coordinate Conversion

Example: Convert the coordinates e =35°. R - 7 to
rectangular coordinates using the formulas:

X=Rcose,
Y= R sin e.

78
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-1.2254899 Depression of column
Incm.

Example: Determine the depression of the mercury
column in a glass tube of inside diameter 0.6 mm
Which stands vertically with one end immersed in
mercury. The angle of contact with the mercury is
1200 and the surface tension is 490 dynes/em.

Using the formula: h = 2T/rdg (cos 0)
where: h = height of mercury in tube,

r =surface tension,
r= inside radius of tube (V2 diameter),
d =density ofthe liquid =13.6 g/cm3

for mercury,
g ::: acceleration due to gravity:::

980 cm/sec2 •

2 x 490 dynes/em
h= ----.--

0.03 em x 13.6 g/om3 x 980 cm/see2

x cos 1200
::: -1.225 em.

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

2 2

2.

490 490 Surface tension.

980.

.03 .03 Inside radius in em.

.03

13.6 13.6 Densilyof mercury.

.408

980 980 Gravity.

399.84

2.4509803

120 120 Angle of contact.

-.4999999

3.1415926

3.1415926

5

15.707963

5

25.

15

225.

250.

15.811388

248.36469

3.1415926

3.1415926

5

25.

78.539815

326.9045

5

15

5

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS

5

Example: Compute the area of a cone with radius
and height 15.

Using the formula: A = '7TR VR2 + H2 + '7TR2

Substituting: A ='7T X 5 xV52 + 152 + 'IT X 52
=326.9045



70.906 Atomic mass of CI,.

110.986 Formula mass of CaCho

135 135 Grams of CaCI,.

110.986

1.2163696 Moles/liter.

145

.005469

45

.246105

10 10

(x2) 100.

24.6105

10 10

2.46105

V =volume of standard solution in
milliliters, and

W =weight of sample in grams.
Substituting:

0.03646 x 0.15 x 45 x 102 24610%wt= - --=. 5
10

DISPLAY SHOWS

.03646

.03646

.15

What is the equivalent resistance of a
resistor, a 145-ohm resistor and a 175-ohm

connected in parallel?

Using the equation:
1

Reg=-------~
1/R1 + 1/R2 + 1/R3

1=----
1/220 + 1/145 + 1/175

145

.15

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

220 220 Rl.

.00454545 l/Rl.

.00454545

KEY IN

.03646

Atomic mass of CI.

COMMENTS

Atomic mass of Ca.

35.453

2

DISPLAY SHOWS

40.08

40.08

35.45335.453

2

Example; What is the molarity of a solution that con-it
tains 135 grams of calcium chloride, CaCI2 , per

Using the formula mass of CaCI2 :

1 Ca =1 x 40.08 u :::: 40.08 u
2 Cl =2 x 35.453 u :: 70.906 u

110.986 u =110.986

in the equation: number of moles =
mass of CaC12 _ 135 grams

formula mass of CaCI2 - 110.986 g/mole
:: 1.21 moles.

So the concentration of the solution is 1.21 moles
per liter.

KEY IN

40.08

Example: Calculate the percentage by weight of
10 grams of a substance with normality of 0.15 in 45
miililiters of standard solution with mew of 0.03646.

Using the formula:
(mew) x N x V x 102

%wt= W

where: %Wl =percentage by weight,
mew =millequivalent weight of

N =normality of the SUbstance,
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Y2 xwxaxY~+a2j16d2.

COMMENTS

Y1 + a2 j16d2
•

a.

a x Y1 + a'f16d2•

Weight (w).

wxaxY1 +a'j16d2 ,

::: arc tan

DISPLAY SHOWS

4.0154023

700.

2810.7816

620

1742684.5

2

871342.25

2'iT fL
R=--.-=355.17239

sme

::: 23.78739° and

If the internal pressure of a tank of gas
295°K is 1500 psi, what is the pressure if the

is raised to 303°K?

Using the formula:

PIT21500)(303P :::~._=_ .. __.._.-::: 1540.6779 psi.
2 T1 295

DISPLAY SHOWS

1500

1500.

303

454500.

295

1540.6779

Example: What is the equivalent impedance of a
325-ohm resistor and a 15.2-millihenry inductor at
afrequency of 1500 Hz?

Using the formula: leq::: R/B

2'lT fL
where: e::: arc tan ---

R
2 x 'iT x 1500 x .0152

325

+ 7002/16 x

a'.

COMMENTS

Length of span (a).

Sag (d).

16.123456 1 + a2 j16d'.

2025. d'.

32400 16d'.

15.123456 a'f16d'.

1

DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

.00689655 1fR,.

.011442

175 R3.

.00571428 1jR•.

.01715628

58.287694 Req:::------
1/R,+1/R,+1jR.

DISPLAY SHOWS

700

700.

490000.

16

16. J

45

(x2 )

45

16

KEY IN

700

175

1

KEY IN

Example: What is the tension at the ends of a cable
where the span is 700 feet and the sag is 45 feet if
each cable of the suspension bridge carries a
horizontal load of 620 Ibs/ft ?

Using the equation: T::: Y2 wa y 1 + a2/16d2

where: T = tension,
w::: weight (horizontal load),
a::: length of span,
d::: sag,

=Y2 x 620 x 700 x

::: 871342.25
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DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

2 2 XL

2. 2.

3.1415926 7 x,.

6.2831852 9.

1500 3 X3.

9424.7778 12.
Repeat these
steps n-1 times.

.0152 5 X4.

143.25662 17.

143.25662 Since you're going to 2 X5.

2.'lTfL again to calculate 19.R, store it for further use.
325 5 n

.4407896 3.8 Mean (X).

23.78739 e calculated.

,4033439
Compute the harmonic mean (Mh) of the

143.25662
data: (2,7,3,5,2).

Recall 2'ITfL. Using the formula:
.4033439 Exchange X and Y regis- n

ters so you can divide M-
what was last in display

h- 2: 1/x

by what is now in display.

355.17239 R calculated.

325

.Q152

KEY IN

2

1500

STATISTICS

Example: Compute the mean (X) of the following
data: (2,7,3,5,2).

Using the formula:
_ kX
x=

n
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Repeat these
steps n-1
times.

COMMENTS

n.

Mean (x).

n

X5.

X4.

X,.

X2.

Xl.

4.7 Variance.

2.1679483 Standard deviation.

5

3.8

14.44

··14.44

5

-72.2

91

18.8

4 n-1.

DISPLAY SHOWS

o
O.

2

2.

2.

7

7.

9.

3

3.

12.

5

5.

17.

2

2.

19.

Xs•

X3.

Xl.

X2.

X4.

COMMENTS

Repeat these
steps n-1
times.

Harmonic mean (Mhl.

n

7

.14285714

.64285714

3

.33333333

.97619047

5

.2

1.1761904

2

.5

1.6761904

5

1.6761904

2.9829546

DISPLAY SHOWS

2

.5

7

KEY IN

2

3

5

2

5

Mean, Variance and Standard Deviation

Example: Find the mean, variance and standard
deviation of the following values: (2, 7, 3, 5, 2).

Using the formulas:

Mean=x= LX
n

. LX2 - n(Lx/n)2Vana nee =(12 = _..._~ ..- ::-'--'-'-
n-1

Standard Deviation =(1 =v' (12



V2.

[V cos(f3-aW.

V.

Store for furlher use.

v cos ({3-al.

True course (<ta).

Wind direction (<t{3).

COMMENTS

Wind velocity.

DISPLAY SHOWS

42

42.

50

50.

30

20.

.9396927

39.467093

39.467093

1557.6514

42

1764.(X2)

42

30

50

KEY IN

42

Example: Find the predicted ground speed and
true heading for a planned flight with the following
llighttrangle factors known:

<ta =true course =30°
from North.

<t{3 = wind direction = 50°
from North.

TAS =true air speed
= 140 mph.

V=wind veloci,ty
=42 mph.

<ty = true heading =?
PGS = predicted ground

speed::: ?

Predicted Ground Speed
Using the equation:

PGS ::: V cos(f3-a) +

I/lV cos(f3-a)J2 - V2 + TAS2

::: 42 cos (50 - 30) +

1/[42 c08(50 -30)J2-422 + 1402 .

,
I

')"
--... 'I

I
I

I
I

I,

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

2 2 Xl.

2.

7 7 X2.

14.

3 3 X3.

42.
Repeal these
steps n-1

5 5 x•. limes.

210.

2 2 Xs.

420.

5 5 n

.2 nth root.

3.346952 Geometric mean (Mgl.

NAVIGATION

Example: Compute the geometric mean (Mg) of
the following data: (2,7,3, 5,2).

Using the formula:

Mgy'-'-(X-l-:-)"-(X-2)-(-X3"""")-'-'-.-(x-oj

90



• North Pols

DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

7.016205 arc sin [V sin {,8-a)/TAS].

30. a.

7.016205

22.983795 a--arc sin [V sin (,8-a)/TASj.

San Fran. Wash. D.C.
• 37.60 N 38.8°N •

,_.4_0_W .:a:......__- ...7...7.~O:/

V cOs(,8-a).

V cOs(,8-a) +

V[V COS(,8-a)J'
-V'+TAS'=

Predicted ground speed.

39.467093

178.72818

DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

-206.3486 [V Cos(,8-alF - V2.

140 TAS.

19600. TAS'.

19393.652 [V COS(,8-aW
- V2 + TAS'.

139.26109 \/[V cos(,8-alF
- V' + TAS'.

KEY IN

140

(X2)

True Heading

Using the equation:
<t:J\ = a - arc sin [V sin (,8-a) ITAS]

= 30 - arc sin [42 sin (50-30)/140]

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

30 30 True course. What is the great circle route between

30. Store.
Francisco and Washington, D.C.?

Using the formula:
42 42 Wind velocity (V). a =arc cos (cos b cos c + sin b sin c cos a) X 60

42. where: a=122.4°-77.00=45.4°,

50 50 Wind direction (,8). b =90° - 37.6° =52.40, and
c=900 -38.8°=51.2°.

50.
a =arc cos (cos 52.4 cos 51.2

30. Recall a. + sin 52.4 sin 51.2 cos 45.4) x 60.

20. ,8-a KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

.3420202 Sin (,8-a) . 52.4 52.4 b.

17.10101 V sin (,8-a). .6101452 cos b.

140 140 TAS, 51.2 51.2 c.

.12215007 V sin (,8-a)/TAS. .6266039 cos c,

.38231936 cos b cos c.

92 .38231936 Store in memory.
93
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DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

1.085 (1+\)

10 n

2.26098 (1 +\)"

25000

2.26098

11057.152 Present Value (PV).

What will $7,000 be worth in 5 years if it
compounded annually at a rate of 8.2% per year?

Using the formula: FV::: PV(1 + on
:;:: 7000 (1 + .082)5

DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

1

1.

.082 i.

1.082

5. n.

1 .482962 (1 + i)n.

7000 PV.

10380.874 Future value (FV).

Compute the annual rate of return (after
<j'l~v,,," on an investment of $1 0,000 which after 3V2

is worth $12,550 if the tax rate is 38%.

Using the formula:
(FV - PV) (1 - tax rate)

r:;:: PV x n
where: r::: rate of return,

FV::: future value,
PV::: present value,

n ::: number of periods.

COMMENTS

DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

52.4 b.

.7922897 sin b.

51.2 c.

.779338 sin c.

.61746147 sin b sin c.

45.4 a .

.7021531 cos a.

.43355248 sin b sin c cos a.

.38231936 Recall memory.

.81587184 cos b cos c
+ sin b sin c cos a.

.81587184

35.32634 arc cos (cos b cos c
+ sin b sin c cos a).

60

2119.5804 Great circle distance.

45.4

(cos-1)

60

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS

1

1.

.085 .085

KEY IN

52.4

51.2

FINANCE

Example: How much do you have to put in the bank
for it to be worth $25,000 in 10 years if the interest
rate is 8.5% per year?

Using the formula: PV::: FV
(1 + i)n

where: PV:;:: present value,
FV:;:: future value,

i:;:: interest rate (in decimal).
n:;:: number of years.

Substituting: PV 25000::: $11057.15
(1 + .085)10



96
97

i.

COMMENTS

1 - (1 + i)-n

PV.

PMT.

1 - (1 + i)-no

(1 + O-n.

n.

(1 + I).

.08

DtSPLAY SHOWS

1

1.

.08

1.03

10

-10

.4631941

-.4631941

1

.5368059

.08

.5368059

.14902965

86000

12816.549

Appendix B - Part 4 for a stack diagram

example.

.08

2.
the above example (part 1), what is the remaining

after the 6th payment?

Using the formula:

BAL,=PMT [1-(\+\),-nJ

where: k =number of payments made.

KEY IN DtSPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

1

1.

DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

12550 FV.

12550.

10000 PV.

10000. Save for use in

2550. FV -PV.

1

1.

.38 Tax rate.

.62 1 - tax rate.

1581. (FV - PV) (1 - tax rate).

10000. Recall PV.

.1581 (FV - PV) (1- tax rate)

PV
3.5 n.

.55335 (FV - PV) (1 - tax rate)
PV xn.

100

55.335 Multiply by 100 to make
into whole percentage
=rate of relum.

.38

3.5

10000

MS

KEVIN

12550

100

1

Part 1.
What is the annual payment on a loan of $86,000
taken for 10 years if the rate is 8 % per year?

Using the formula:

PMT=PV [ i ]
1-(1+i)-n

where: PMT =payment,
PV =present value,

i =interest rate per period (in
decimal),

n =number of periods.



1
coth x == --h-'

tan x

1
sechx::::---,

cosh x

1
csch x:::: -._.- .

Sinh x

sinh-I x= In [x +V(x2 + 1)1 =gd-1(sin-1x),

cosh-1 x =sech-1 1/x,

tanh-1 x:::: 1/2 In [1 + xli - xJ :::: gd-I(sln-I x),

coth-I x=tanh-I 1/x,

sech-1 x =lin 1/x +\11 Ix2 - 1J=gd-1(coS-1 x),

csch-1 X =sinh-I 1/x.

·n',,,'ir,,m,,,nnioln function: gd 0.225 =12.7841.

Key in: .225 (tan-I) 2 X 90 -
Display shows: 12.7841

Gudermannian function: gd-I 60° == 1.316958.
Key in: 60 2 45 taR
Display shows: 1.316958.

sine: sinh 2.5 =6.0502025.
2 2Key in: .5

Display shows: 6.0502025.

cosine: cosh 2.5 =6.1322875.
Key in: 2.5 2
Display shows: 6.1322875.

Hyperbolic tangent tanh 2.5:::: .9866143.
Key in: 2.5~K (tan-I) 2 90
Display shows: .9866143.

Hyperbolic cotangent coth 2.5 == 1.0135673.

Key in: 2.5 /~S (tan-I) 2 80
Display shows: 1.0135673.

KEY IN DISPLAY SHOWS COMMENTS

.08 Store for further use.

1.08 1 + i.

6 6 k.

6.

10 10 n.

-4. k-n.

.7350307 (1 + i)'-n.

-.7350307

1 1

.2649693 1 - (1 + i)'-n.

.08 Recall i.

3.3121162 1 - (1 + i)'-n
--1--

12816.55 12816.55 PMT (from part 1).

42449.902 Balk'

eX + e-x
cosh x:::: 2

sinh x
tanh x =sin gd x,

cosh x

Appendix 8 - Part 2:
Hyperbolic and Inverse Hyperbolic

The hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic functions can
be found by using the Gudermannian function:

gd x:::: 2 arc tan eX - '7T/2 (Note: '7T/2:::: 900).
and the inverse Gudermannian function:

gd-1 x:::: In tan ['7T /4 + x/2] (Note: '7T14:::: 450).

in conjunction with the following formulas:
eX - e-x

sinh x= ,
2
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B - Part 3: Some Common
Formulae with Examples

Circle, area and circumference

Circle of radius r.
Area = '7Tr2 Circumference = 2'7Tr

Example: CirCle?:..r~;.l)~~ 5.
Area: Key in: \:~clE;N'l', 5 (x2)

Display shows: 78.539815
Circumference: Key in: 2 5

Display shows: 31.415926

area and perimeter

"" (\~"'",nnln of width X and length Y
Area = XY Perimeter = 2X + 2Y

Rectangl~8fwidth4and length 8:
Area: Key in: 4 cENT 8X

Display shows:
Perimeter: Key in: 2 4 2 8

Display shows: 24.

Hyperbolic secant: sech 2.5 = .16307128.
Key in: 2.5 ENT 2
Display shows: .16307128.

Hyperbolic Cosecant: csch 2.5 = .16528372.
Key in: 2.5 2
Display shows: .16528372.

Inverse hyperbolic sine: sinh-I 30= 4.094624.
Key in: 30 (tan-I) 2 45 tan
Display shows: 4.094624.

Inverse hyperbolic tangent: tanh-I .52::: .5763396.
Key in: .52 (sin-I) 2 45
Display shows: .5763396.

Inverse hyperbolic secant: sech-I .52 = 1.271361,
Key in: .52 (COS-I) 2 45
Display shows: 1.271361.

Inverse hyperbolic cosine: cosh-1 30 = 4.094066.
Key in: 30 (COS-I) 2 45
Display shows: 4.094066.

Inverse hyperbolic cotangent: coth-I 30 = 0.0333458.
Key in: 30 i!7 (sin-I) 2 45
Display shows: .0333458.

Inverse hyperbolic cosecant: csch-1 .52 = 1.408696.
Key in: .52 (tan-I) 2 45
Display shows: 1.408696.
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Regular polygon circumscribing a circle,
area and perimeter
Regular polygon with n side"S circumscribing a circle
of radius 5.

Area =nr2 tan 180 I n Perimeter =2m tan i 801n

Example: Polygon with eight sides circumscribing
acircle of radius 5.

Area: Key in: 8 5 (x2) i 80
8

Display snows: 76.53668
Perimeter: Key in: 2 8 5 180

8
Display shows: 33.13708

.'"'' "...,"', area and circumference
of major axis X and minor axis Y.

Area = '!4 '7i"XY Circumference = 2'7i"y
1/8(X2 + Y2)

Ellipse off11ajor axis 8 and minor~xis 4.
Area: Key in: 1 iENT 4 8 X 4

Display shows: 25.13274
Circumference: Key in: 8 (x2) 4 (x2 )

8 2>< ><
Display shows: 19.869175

Regular polygon circumscribed in a circle,
area and perimeter

Regular polygon with n sides inscribed in a circle
of radius r.

Area =Y2 nr2 sin 3601 n Perimeter =2m sin 180/n

Example: Polygon with eight sides inscribed in a
circle of radius 5.

Area: Key in: 1 5 (x2)

360
Display shows:

Perimeter: Key in: 2 5 180
8

Display shows: 30.614672



Torus, area and volume

Torus of inner radius x and outer radius y.
Volume::: V4 7T2 (X+Y (Y--X)2 Area ::::7T2(y'-X')

Example: Torus with inner radius 2 and outer radius 4.
Volume: Key in: (x2 ) 2 4

4 2 (x2 ) 4
Display shows: 59.217622

Area: Key in:@'. (x2 ) 4 (x2) 2
(x2)

Display shows: 118.43524

~"I,o,'o area and volume

""h.'''o of radius r.
Volume:;:: 4/37Tr3 Area:;:: 47Tr2

Example: Sphere of radius 5.
Volume: Key in: 5 3 4

3
Display shows: 523.59833

Area: Key in: 4 5 (x2)
Display shows: 314.15925

3

(x2)Area:

Cone, area and volume

Cone of radius r and height h.
Volume::: % 7Tr2 h Area::: 7Try r2 + h2

Example: Cone of radius 5 and height 10.
Volume: Key in: 5 (x2) .;:.</ 10

Display shows: 261.79938
in: 5 (x2) 10

>(

Display shows: 175.62035
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6

6

4

6

4

2

6

2

B-Part4:
Diagrams for Some Examples

diagram for: (2 x 3) + (4 x 5) =: 26

"Xt~tr--'----~R:-:E:-:G::-:I-:ST::E:::R::-C~O~N:-;:T~E:-;:N;:;.~:;::~---_-_.._-'-,-._l,
> t-------'.,----' '--,' z

/~ KEY IN X Y

•
2 2

'c ENT 2'c

,

3 3,

6X
,

4 4

ENT 4
"

5 5

X 20

+ 26

483
(x2 )

Display shows: 4.4721359

y

Distance between two points, PI and Pz
Distance d between two points PI (XIYI) and PZ(X2YZ).

d =: 'V(X;CyI 2 + (Y2-Yd z
Example: Distance between points PI (3,4) and
P2 (5.8).

Key in: 5

Slope and angle of line between points

Slope and angle of line between points PI and P2
Slope =: m =: Y2-YI/x2-XI ::: tan 8

Example:
Slope: Key in: 8 4 5 3

Display shows: 2.
Angle: Key in: (tan-')

Display shows: 63.43495



Stack diagram for: (2 + 3) x (4 + 5) =45

REGISTER CONTENTS
r--"-"----- ----,--- --

KEY IN X Y Z M

2 2

ENT 2 2

3 3 2

+ 5

4 4 5

ENT 4 4 5

5 5 4 5

+ 9 5

X 45

Stack diagram for: X=R cos e, Y=R sin e

REGISTER CONTENTS
"-~ii

KEY IN X Y Z M

1 e e

/j ENT e e
A

R R e

MS R e R

x--y e R R

ENT e e R R

cos cos e e R R

MR R cos e e R

X X=R cos e e R R

x-y e R cos e R R

sin sin e R case R R

MR R sin e R cos e R

...
Y=R sin e R cos e R RX



Stack diagram for: R =V62 + 82 and e =tan (8/6)

REGISTER CONTENTS

KEY IN X y Z M

6 6

ENT 6 6

ENT 6 6 6

6
.

X 36

8 8 36 6

MS 8 36 6 8

F 8 36 6 8

x2 64 36 6 8

+ 100 6 8

V 10 6 8

x-y 6 10 8

MR 8 6 10

x-y 6 8 10

~ 1.33 10

F 1.33 10

tan-1 53.13

Stack diagram for: PMT= PV [_ i ]
l-(l+it"

REGISTER CONTENTS -._-
KEYIN X Y Z M

1 1

ENT 1 1

i i 1

+ 1+i
.

n n Hi

CHS -n 1+i

yX (1+ i)-n

CHS -(1 +it"

1 1 -(Hit"

+ 1-(1+itn

i i l-(1+it"

x-y 1-(Hit" i

i
~ ----

1-(1+it"

i
PV PV

1-(1+ it"

X PV [ i 1
1-(1+it"



Appendix C- Conditions for Error Indication

National Semiconductor gives you a full ninety-day
Warranty from the date of original purchase on all
defects in material and workmanship.
Should the calculator prove to have such
defects within ninety days of original pur chase,
National Semiconductor will repair, or, at its
discretion, replace it with a new calculator, all without
charge, within a reasonable period of lime after
receipt by National Semiconductor, postage prepaid.
This FULL WARRANTY does not apply to defects or
malfunctions caused by abuse, accident, modifica
tions, negligence, or any other damage not resulting
from defects in materials or workmanship or beyond
the control of National Semiconductor. THIS FULL
WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ANY CLAIM BYTHE CON
SUMER FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL
DAMAGES and shall apply to the purchaser or the
purchaser'S transferee, so long as the mailing
instructions below are followed.
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The Consumer Products Division of National Semi
conductor Corporation is proud to give you the
following Warranty on your calculator.X>99999999

iXI ~ 0.00000001

X<O

y ~ 0; 1"8.42060 < X In Y < -28

X~O

18.42068 < X < -28

X;" 7 radians, X;" 401 0

IXI ;" 900
, X;" 7 radians

X>1

X> 99999999

CONDITION (X=contenls 0\ register X,

+, -, X,-+-

SIN, COS

TAN

SIN-I, COS-I

TAN-I

FUNCTION

-+-, 1/x

yx
yx

LOG X, Ln X

eX



Even though your Warranty may have expired, if your
calculator becomes defective after the 365-day
warranty period, National Semiconductor will make
repairs for a nominal charge of $15.50, providing
the mailing instructions belOW are followed. Repair
prices during the post-warranty period are subject
to change without notice.

Germany
National Semiconductor GmbH

Prod uct Service
0808 Furstenfeldbruck
Industriestrasse 10
Bundesrepublik
iJeutschland

Scotland
NS-UK Ltd.
National Semiconductor

Product Service
Larkfield Industrial Estate
Greenock PA 16 OEQ,
Scotland

Asia
NS Electronics.SON BHO
,National Semiconductor

Product Service
Bayan lepas
Free Trade Zone
Penang, Malaysia

United States
N.C.P.S.- East Coast
Commerce Park
Danbury, CT 06810

Canada
N.C.P.S.
286 Wildcat Road
Oownsview

.Ontario M3J-2N5
Canada

National Semiconductor also offers a LIMITED WAR
RANTY in addition to the above FULL WARRANTY
which shall apply to any defects in material or work
manship which occur during the 275-day period after
the gO-day period covered by the FULL WARRANTY,
excluding the battery, which is not a component part
of your ca!culator. Under this LIMITED WARRANTY,
National Semiconductor, for a service charge of U.S.
$3.50, and for no additional charge will repair such
defects or. at its discretion, replace your calculator
with one that is identical or reasonably equivalent, all
within a reasonable period of time after receipt by
National Semiconductor, postage prepaid. This
LIMITED WARRANTY does not apply to defects or
malfunctions caused by abuse, accident, modifica
tions, negligence, or any other damage not resulting
from defects in materials or workmanship or beyond
the control of National Semiconductor. THIS LIMITED
WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ANY CLAIM BY THE CON·
SUMER FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL
DAMAGES and shail apply to the purchaser or the
purchaser's transferee, so long as the mailing
instructions below are followed. THE DURATION OF
ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES ON THIS CALCULATOR
WILL BE THE SAME AS, AND NO LONGER THAN,
THE 365-DAY PERIOD OF THE FULL AND LIMITED
WARRANTIES COMBINED.
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City, State, Zip _

Your Address, _

Your Name: _

City, State, Zip, _

Purchase Oate, _
(month/day/year)
Purchased from, _

Address

Serial Number

Please put your warranty into effect by completing
this form and mailing it within 10 days from date of
purchase to the NOVUS service center in your area.

Novus Model 4615

Should your calculator need servicing, pack it care
fully in a sturdy box for shipping. Proof of original
purchase date must be enclosed. Be sure to include
your name and return address. The package should
be mailed postpaid to the nearest National Semicon
ductor Service Center. If your calculator is returned
for warranty repairs more than ninety days after the
original purchase date, you must enclose the appro
priate service charge (if the service charge during
the POST WARRANIY period has been changed,
National Semiconductor will request you to supply
the additional amount, if any is needed, or make the
appropriate refund, if there is any difference, by check
or money order payable to National Semiconductor).



What most attracted you to your Novus calculator?
o Appearance 0 Size 0 Reputation
o Price 0 Features and capabilities

,'ve"nv Information
Your Records

Date purchased _

Serial Number __

Purchased froml _

Model Number _

NOVUS Warranty Certificate
Please retain for your records. See insert for
trouble-shooting tips and product service locations.

Was this calculator purchased for:
o Gift 0 Personal use

f

lit.,..•....What is your occupation? •
o Student or Teacher 0 Professional
o Executive 0 Financial or Commercial 1
o Engineering or Scientific 0 Statistical fields 1
o Other occupation •

What is your age group? ~
o Under 18 0 18-34 0 35-49 0 50-over i

+

1
{

1

1
1
I
1
!

1

Where will you most use your Novus calculator?
o At home 0 At school 0 At work
o During travel

Where did you learn about the Novus calculators?
o Magazine 0 Newspaper 0 Television
o Radio 0 Mail 0 Store salesman
o Friend
o Other _
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Other "professional" calculators from
National Semiconductor...

National Semiconductor 4615 Mathematician PR
The Programmable Electronic Slide Rule
• Trig and inverse trig functions
• Common and natural logs and anti-logs
• Fully addressable, accumulating memory
• 100-step programming capability

National Semiconductor 4520 Scientist
The Scientist's Electronic Slide Rule
• Scientific notation
• Trig and inverse trig functions
• Common and natural logs and anti-logs

National Semiconductor 4525 Scientist PR
Scientist's Programmable Electronic Slide Rule
• Same features as National Semiconductor 4520
• WO-step programming capability

National Semiconductor 6025 Financier PR
Programmable Electronic Financial Calculator
• Dedicated to solving financial calculations
• Pre-programmed financial equations
• Fully addressable, accumulating memory
• 1aD-step programming capability

National Semiconductor Statistician PR
Programmable Electronic' Statistical Calculator
• Dedicated to solving statistical calculations
• Pre-programmed statistical equations
• Fully addressable, accumulating memory
• 1DO-step programming capability

National Semiconductor AC adaptors and
chargers are also available.

For further information see your dealer or write:

CUSTOMER RELATIONS DEPT.
1177 Kern Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 732-5000
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